
Friday 15th May 2020
Hello from the year three team!

Well done for making it to Friday!

Please take some time over the weekend to exercise, get 
some fresh air and do an activity that you want to do. 

In the Faber household we have been making rainbow Hama 
beads to give to neighbours to hang in their windows. And in 
the Wellings household we have been spending time in our 

garden and making bird treats (even though we only seem to 
be feeding the squirrals). 

Please remember that the ‘everyday’ activities are on 
Monday’s power point to save paper and ink.



Friday Maths challenge!

As we write our power points a week or so in 
advance, the challenge we are doing today hadn’t 
been released at the time of writing.
White Rose are working in conjunction with the BBC 
to produce Friday Maths challenges that you can dip 
in to and complete as much or as little as you want. 
The challenge has different parts that are aimed at 
different ages and are for families to complete 
together.
To access just follow the year 3 home learning link 
and it’s at the bottom of the page. At the moment it 
looks like the picture below.
If you don’t want to use the challenge or there isn’t 
the time or technology I’ve added a few Maths 
puzzles on the next page for you to do instead.

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/




Answers



Some children (and grownups) may be feeling  worried, anxious, 
scared or even angry about the situation that we find ourselves in. 
Below are a few activities to help you to calm yourself that you can 

try when you are feeling anxious. 

Grown ups - When children experience anxiety or struggle to gain 
control over their thoughts they may need to support to 

restructure or interrupt their thoughts that they are having at 
that moment. The following grounding techniques are techniques I 

have used with my own children (and myself) which interrupt 
anxious thoughts and reduce the chance of the worries spiralling 
out of control. It is about keeping the child in the here and now. 

Mental Health Wellbeing



Free Writing Friday

Take some time today to do some free writing. This 
could be anything, with anything on anything (ask a 
grownups permission first). 

Ideas below:

A diary

A recipe A fact file

A postcard

A story

A report

A song

A poem A playscript



Free Writing Friday: Story 
Stimulus

For those of you wanting to write a story but don’t know 
where to start, here are some pictures that might get your 

imaginations rolling. 



Here are some great tips to help you to get a 
good night’s sleep. 
Your task is on thee bottom of the next slide.



• Your activity for PSHE this week is 
to write down your bedtime routine 
and try to stick with it. Use the 
ideas above to help you to have 
‘down time’ before bed. This week 
I am going to try really hard not to 
use my phone before bed and to 
try using the ABC around the room 
activity and see if it relaxes me 
and helps me to get to sleep. Feel 
free to create a poster or draw 
pictures to go with your routine.



All you need is a paper plate or piece of cardboard that you can use to 
make a circle. (a cereal box will do)

Then ask an adult to help you to punch holes around the edge and then 
you can thread wool, string or ribbons through the holes to make a 

web. 
On the end of the wool you can add feathers and beads to make it 

look pretty. 
Don’t forget to tie a piece of wool to the top so that you can hang it 

by your window in your bedroom. 

Optional fun sleep activity – you can make a 
dream catcher just like this one below.


